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	Text1: Public School 174 William Sidney Mount
	Text2: Ms. CooperArt Chronicle
	Text3: DID You KNow?
	Text3a: 1. Leonardo da Vinci was a vegetarian and animal rights activist. He bought caged birds and set them free.2. Picasso could draw before he could walk, and his first word was the Spanish word for pencil.3. The first artists used ashes from fire, red clay or natural pigments from plants for paint. Question: How can I become a better artist? Answer: Simply painting or doodling for the fun of it is a worthwhile effort, but you become a better artist with a bit of practice. Vincent Van Gogh, a very famous artist, taught himself to draw mostly by copying the work of other great artists. Once he'd learn a few tricks, he   created his own art.
	Text4: GRADES K-1
	Text4a:  Grade K  learning how to make new colors when painting as they create a Matisse-Inspired Still Life. Students will move on to create a Winter landscape scene of a bird. They will explore line and shape in this project.      First Grade will delve deeper into the world of collage and color as they create a Winter landscape scene that demonstrates experimentation with placement of shapes, color, and printmaking techniques. Students will make literacy connections as they explore the work of author/illustrator Lois Ehlert.
	Text5: SECOND & THIRD GRADES
	Text5a:  Second Grade is investigating how to critically look at works of art using engaging questions. They are recognizing warm and cool colors, exploring how to show mood in a work of art, understanding what landscapes are, and creating their own cityscapes.  Students will learn about value, perspective, as they create perspective Winter trees. Third Grade is working on painting portraits using color to show expression and mood. Students will create a winter landscape painting using tints, shades, and point of view. 
	Text6: FOURTH & FiFTH GRADES
	Text6a: Fourth Grade will learn about watercolor techniques, perspective, and contrast so that they can create a Winter silhouette watercolor scene.  Fifth Grade is exploring watercolor painting techniques in order to create a realistic landscape similar to Gustav Klimt's "Forest of Trees." Students will explore Canadian artist, Ted Harrison, and his abstract landscapes of the Yukon territories. They will use organic shape, line, perspective, value, color, and contrast to create an abstract landscape.
	Text7: NOTES FROM THE TEACHER
	Text7a: P.S. 174's online art museum at www.Artsonia.com showcases our students outstanding work. Please show your support and browse the site. Leave a comment or become a fan for a student. Thank you to all who donated to the art grants! Because of you, we will have more art materials to work with!     Ms. Cooper 


